Experience a live patient, in-the-op program with Dr. Jason Olitsky, an AACD Accredited Member and premier cosmetic dentist in smile design and transformations utilizing state-of-the-art materials. Dr. Olitsky gives presentations filled with high impact video and captivating images as he reenforces the importance of making emotional connections with our patients throughout the smile design process.

**IN THIS JAM-PACKED 2 DAY EVENT, YOU WILL:**

- Observe and discuss a live 8 to 10 unit anterior case from planning to preparation and provisionalization
- Observe and discuss a live 8 to 10 unit anterior bonded cementation from removing temporaries to case finishing
- Learn efficient clinical systems to reduce chair time and treatment costs while improving patient satisfaction
- Learn conservative prep design and material selection to achieve outstanding results
- Experience stress-free bonded cementation and case finishing that will increase longevity and eliminate failures
- Understand the psychology of marketing and case presentation for the aesthetically focused patient
- Review in detail key principles of smile design to communicate with the patient and dental team
- Understand the role of face bows, bite records and mock-ups in controlling case outcomes
- Be introduced to concepts of Digital Smile Design
- Learn photographic principles as a prerequisite to delivering stunning results

**YOU WILL RECEIVE:**

- Step by step preparation guide
- Step by step cementation guide
- Comprehensive list of materials and ordering information

**Over the Shoulder Program:**
Jason Olitsky, DMD, AAACD
Anterior Aesthetics Live
Tuition: $3495*
CE Credit Hours: 16 Units

October 20, 21 2017 - Englewood Cliffs, NJ
April 13, 14 2018 - Ponte Vedra Beach, FL
October 26, 27 2018 - TBD

Call to reserve your seat today at 480-489-5551 or email pete@clinicalmastery.com